Silverstone is the most powerful tool yet for examining the retina. The only imaging device with optomap-guided OCT, it produces a 200° single-capture retinal image of unrivaled clarity in less than ½ second and, with just a touch, captures swept source OCT scans anywhere on the optomap®.

Routine optomap use enhances pathology detection, disease management, and clinic flow.¹⁻³⁻⁴

Now, with Silverstone, examination of the retina from vitreous through the choroidal-scleral interface is faster and easier than ever.
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Unique Features

- Silverstone facilitates retinal examination and improves patient management²,³
- optomap enhances pathology detection¹-²,³ and improves clinic flow and patient satisfaction⁴
- Automatic rescan function offers precise follow-up scanning
- Non-mydriatic cSLO images effectively through most cataracts and small pupils
- 1050 nm OCT light source provides deeper tissue penetration for clear, detailed choroidal imaging
- 3-in-1 Color Depth Imaging highlights structural data from retinal surface through choroid
- OptosAdvance Image Management software streamlines image review and consultations
- Explorer view shows retinal surface and OCT scans in a single view
- DICOM compatible software supports compliance with the Code of Federal Regulations ⁵, ⁶